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and taking all together, they were such as to compel the
belief that in the main improved sanitation and the advance
of the country in the ways of health stood to each other in 
the relation of cause and effect. But there must be no rest- ’

ing in the conflict with disease and dirt, and they might
cherish the hope of as great an advance in the future as
there had been in the past. There was plenty of good work
yet to be done, and opportunities were likely to occur in the
practice of everyone. It must not be forgotten that there
was personal as well as public hygiene, and that even in-
culcating cleanliness and the value of ventilation upon those
classes of patients who were little likely, without such teach-
ing, to be impressed with their importance, would not be
done in vain. But even with the most sanguine anticipa-
tions realised, disease, like the poor, would always be with
us. Hence curative medicine would always retain its im-
portance, and there was surely room for improvement also
here. With increased precision in diagnosis, which they
might hope for, they must attain to more successful thera-
peutics. " In conclusion, said the lecturer, "let me say
that there are noble traditions connected with the school
which you have chosen as the home of your study; where, to
speak only of the illustrious dead, Sir Charles Bell,
Campbell de Morgan, and Charles Murchison have laboured
and taught, and we look to you to keep those traditions
bright and to reflect credit upon your foster-mother and your
profession wherever your lot may be cast. If I may repeat
anything I have said it would be to urge you again toearnest work; remembering that whether your talents be
ten or one you will have to give an account of the use you
make of them to a higher than any earthly power, and that
although art is long, life is short.’ In the words of the
oldest and best of text-books, ’Whatsoever thy hand
findeth to do, do it with thy might ; for there is no work, nor
device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom, in the grave, whither
thou goest." 
In the course of the address a sympathetic tribute was

paid to the memory of the late Dr. J. Hall Davis. who hadfor more than twenty years held office in the Middlesex
Hospital and School; and reference was made to the loss
sustained by the cause of preventive medicine in the com-
paratively early death of Mr. Netten Radcliffe, one of the
most indefatigable and ablest workers in the field of
epidemiology. -

WESTMINSTER HOSPITAL.

INTRODUCTORY ADDRESS BY DR. HUGHES BENNETT.

AFTER congratulating the students on the honours they had
won, Dr. Bennett remarked that it was prudent for those
about to enter on a practical career to pause at the outset to
consider the ultimate object for which they now strived, and
to endeavour to determine whether the means they employed
were calculated to attain the end desired. It was stated as
a general axiom that the final aim of every human being,
considered from a worldly point of view, was to extract the
largest possible amount of felicity from his existence. How
this aspiration was to be best secured has always been a
matter of individual opinion ; and various and innumerable
are the attempts which have been made to effect its con-
summation. The accumulation of money forms a common
means by which mankind strives to reach the goal; but it
was admitted that the mere acquisition of fortune did not
by itself conduce to that true happiness and contentment
of spirit which it was the ultimate hope of humanity to
realise. To reach this end, besides mere sensuous gratifi-
cation, the intellectual cravings of man must be satisfied.
It may therefore appropriately be asked how far the
profession of medicine affords a suitable sustenance for
temporal wants and at the same time supplies intellectual
occupation and gratification, the successful combination of
which two elements is undoubtedly necessary for the attain-
ment of happiness. Whatever personal qualifications deserv-
ing of respect the physician may possess, from his calling
itself he gains little prestige. There is no item in the ex-
penditure of a household more grudgingly bestowed, more
liable to be questioned, or more tardily settled than the
doctor’s bill. There is no vocation so imposed upon, so

largely called on to perform gratuitous labour, or so unthank-
fully acknowledged as that of the medical man. If the
claims of the medical profession to public recompense and
private fortune are inadequately recognised, its followers
must look to another source of satisfaction as an equivalent

for all their sacrifices. This, if properly sought for, will be
found in the study of medicine for its own sake, in the appre-
ciation of its intrinsic merits, andin its cultivation as a science.
The truth of the axiom that knowledge of all kinds brings
with it its own reward has been amply demonstrated. From
the earliest ages, and among all nations, the search for and
the acquirement of information have always been regarded as
a source of fascination to the intellectual mind. If this is
true with regard to learning in general, it applies with aug-
mented force to the study of science in particular, for dealing
as this does with the positive phenomena of nature, it affords
facilities for the culture of all the faculties, gives full scope to the
imagination and every opportunity for the display of originality
and invention. There is probably no human pleasure which
is so permanent, or which reaches so lofty a degree, as that
which emanates from an ardent and successful career in
scientific research and discovery. Medicine in its highest
sense may be looked upon as a science. It treats not only
of the prevention, relief, and cure of disease, but of life,
growth, and decay, in all their bearings. Its scope involves
not only the administration of remedies for abnormal states,
but an acquaintance with the structure and composition,
the physical and vital properties, of all substances. Medicine
may, in short, be said to be that science which attempts to
fathom the mysteries of life and death. This opens out a
boundless and inexhaustible field of inquiry to him who
searches after mental occupation, and offers an endless
supply of material, which if properly cultivated cannot fail
to return an abundant harvest of intellectual fruit. These
considerations are all the more important when it is re-
membered that the path of advancement is steeper and more
thorny to-day than ever before in the history of the world.
Never was competition in every calling so fierce, and never
did prosperity, even in a moderate degree, demand for its
attainment such a union of physical and intellectual quali-
ties. It cannot therefore fall to the lot of all to meet with
great prosperity in life, and the man who is most to be
pitied under failure is he whose happiness and misery entirely
depend on such outward circumstances. On the other hand,
he who is in love with philosophy will think lightly of suffer-
ings and privations which to another would be intolerable.
If such a one is poor in one sense, he may become affluent in
another by the acquisition of valuable mental endowments,
for, as Shakespeare says, "It is the mind that makes the
body rich." Those therefore who deliberately embrace an
intellectual career, who are imbued with the tastes which
harmonise with its pursuit, and who possess the education
necessary for its successful cultivation, will not fail to reco-
gnise those higher capabilities of the profession of medicine
which offer such ample opportunities of gratifying in all
directions every form of mental ambition.

KING’S COLLEGE.
INTRODUCTORY ADDRESS BY THE REV. DR. WACE.

AFTER some introductory personal remarks, in which
reference was made to the baronetcies recently conferred
upon two members of the staff, Sir W. Bowman and Sir
Joseph Lister, Dr. Wace offered some observations on an
aspect of medical work which it was the honour of King’s
College to bring prominently forward-namely, the union
which their organisation established between their medical
school and other departments of education, and the man-
ner in which they were thus led to realise how closely
they were all bound together in that great work of human
culture and eivilisation which was the immediate purpose
of a liberal education for any profession. More lives were
wrecked and careers disappointed by moral than by intellec-
tual failures. "Mens sana in corpore sano " was a good
maxim ; but he had heard men quote it with much satisfac-
tion whose whole attention was directed to the sanity of
their bodies. Their profession would instruct them how to
keep a sound body ; but they could not safely disregard. 

others if they would keep a sound mind. The address con-
cluded with some congratulatory remarks on the position of
the department and with a welcome to the new students.

PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.INTRODUCTORY ADDRESS BY MR. DYER.

B THE inaugural sessional address was delivered by Mr.THISELTON DYER, who remarked that his own experience
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of the examination room, if it brought some satisfaction,
brought some disappointment. He could see clearly enough
now why it was so-viz , paying too much attention to some
things and neglecting others. In checking this tendency to
wander about the fields of knowledge, which ought instead
to be systematically tilled, the ordeal of an examination is
not to be despised. The grammar of a science must for
practical purposes be as thoroughly and laboriously learnt as
the grammar of a language. 

CALENDAR OF THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF
SURGEONS OF ENGLAND.

THIS annual compilation has just been published by the 
c 

s
Council of the College; from it we make the following s’
analysis :-It appears that there are no less than 1166 Fellows d
on the r6le of the College, of whom 611 obtained the Fellow- t
ship by examination, five were elected as Members of twenty t
years’ standing under Section 5 of Charter 15 Vict., and s
three are ad eundem Fellows. There are 16,509 Members. c
The Licentiates in Midwifery remain at 969; the Licentiates f
in Dental Surgery number 553. 

r

The Board of Examiners in Anatomy and Physiology 
consist of nine members, annually elected by the Council 

r 

E
from the Fellows of the College. It conducts the Primary 
Examinations in Anatomy and Physiology for the diplomas
of Fellow and Member, and during the past Collegiate year
has held eight meetings for the Fellowship, and forty-seven 

1

for the Membership; at the former there were 134 candi- 
dates, of whom only 56 passed, 78 being referred for six
months. For the Primary Examination for the Member-
ship there were 1108 candidates, 733 of whom passed,
whilst 330 were referred for three months and 45 for six
months. The fees received from candidates for this examina-
tion amounted to &pound;61397s., of which sum the Board received
.62618.
The Court of Examiners consists of ten members, also

elected by the Council from the Fellows of the College, all
of whom, however, are members of the Council, except Dr.
Humphry. During the past year the Court has held two
meetings for the Fellowship, and forty-five for the pass
examinations for the Membership. At the former there
were 45 candidates, 30 of whom passed, 15 being referred
for twelve month?. For the Membership there were 804
candidates, of whom 348 were successful and 303 were
rejected. The fees paid by the candidates amounted. to
.610,431 5s. The fees paid to the Court amounted to .S4707 12s.
The Board of Examiners in Dental Surgery has held three
meetings for the examination of thirty candidates, twenty-
two of whom received their diplomas. The sum of &pound; 346 10s.
was paid by them in fees, of which the Board received fll0 5s.
The income of the College from all sources during the past

year amounted to j622,lll 10s. 9d., derived principally, as
already shown, from fees paid by candidates for the diplomas
of the College-viz,, &pound; 16,917 7s. Rents from chambers
produced f1530 18s. fees paid by Members of the College
on admission to the Fellowship produced thirty guineas ;
dividends on stock yielded &pound;1182 19s. 3d. ; from members of
the Council and Court of Examiners on their election, 63.
The expenditure of the year amounted to jE20,046 7s. 4d.,
the largest item being in fees paid to members of the Court
and the Board of Examiners-viz., &pound;743517s. The next largest
amount appears in salaries and wages for the officers and
servants of the College in the three departments of the
library, mmeum, and office-viz , J?3784 14s. ; taxes, rates,
diploma stamps, and insurance absorbed the large amount of
&pound; 1469 9s. 3d. In the extraordinary expenditure, &pound; 700 was
devoted to honoraria to Dr. Goodhart and Messrs. Trimmer
and Doran. Under miscellaneous items, &pound;431 lls. 6d.
appears as having been expended, leaving a balance at the
bankers of &pound;2065 3s. 5d. The metropolitan hospitals are
represented on the Council by Messrs. J. Cooper Forster
(President), T. Bryant, and A. E. Durham, of Guy’s ;
St. Ba.rtholomew’s, by Sir J. Paget, W. S. Savory (Vice-
President), H. Power, and T. Smith ; St. George’s, by Mr.
T. Holmes (Vice-President); University College, by Messrs.
Erichsen, MarshaH, C. Heath, and M. B. Hill; King’s

College, by Sir J. Lister and Mr. Wood; the London, by Mr.
J. Hutchinson ; the Middlesex, by Messrs. J. W. Hulke
and (x. Lawson; St. Thomas’s, by Sir W. Mac Cormac,
Messrs. J. Croft and S. Jones. Sir T. S. Wells, Bart., and
Messrs. W. Cadge,,,W. Allingham, and E. Lund are not
attached to any of the recognised metropolitan hospitals.
The oldest Fellow of the College is Mr. J. M. Arnott, F,R.S.,
a late President of the College, who was admitted a Membet
so long ago as April 4th, 1817.

THE EPIDEMIC IN KIDDERMINSTER.

THE epidemic of enteric fever in Kidderminster has
continued during the past week, but some abatement in its
severity has now shown itself. The last reports, especially,
show that the number of fresh attacks has undergone
diminution. The visit which Dr. Parsons paid to the
town, on behalf of the Local Government Board, was
singularly brief in view of the magnitude of the epidemic, a
circumstance which probably finds its explanation in the
fact that the department is undermanned as regards its
medical staff. The general impression which has been

gained is that Dr. Parsons viewed the water-service and the
relation of one of the wells to the sewage farm with grave
suspicion in connexion with the origin of the epidemic, and
the measures of precaution which may be taken in order to
exclude any possibility of water-pollution will need to be
based on skilled investigation of all the conditions liable to
affect the well in question. No official report has, as yet,
been issued.
At a meeting of the medical profession, held on September

26th at the Town Hall, present Dr. Roden (in the chair),
Mr. S. Stretton, Dr. Langford, Messrs. D. Corbett, J. W.
Colbourne, J. L. Stretton, and Dr. Measures, a prolonged
discussion ensued, with minute investigation of all circum.
stances having bearing upon the causes of the present
epidemic, when the following resolutions were unanimously
agreed to :-1. That while we are unable to state positively
the cause of the epidemic, we are of opinion that it was
primarily caused by the water-supply, and that it has been
aggravated by the imperfect drainage system and other
insanitary conditions, and that there is no evidence against
the milk-supply. 2. That from the evidence produced we
are of opinion that the well at the sewage station should
be closed immediately, and not used again under any
condition whatever. 3. That proper provision should be
made for the certainty of pure water in the reservoir, in-
cluding the raising of the surrounding wall, and the
adoption of a proper covering. 4. That immediate steps
be taken to provide an additional supply of pure water
at a distance from the town. 5. That the drainage
system be investigated by an eminent sanitary expert;
all levels, catch-pits, and ventilations to receive his
especial attention. 6. That all junctions with the main
sewers be examined, and certified as being in rigid order by
the corporation officials. 7. That a public abattoir be con.
structed without delay, and that all intramural slaughter.
houses be abolished. 8. That all middens and privies be
abolished, and that no pigsties be allowed in the close
confines of the borough, and that some measures be taken to
investigate the emanations from obnoxious trades. 9. That in
the meantime the free use of disinfectants should be proceeded
with, including the flushing of all drains, and the water-

, ing of the streets with the same. 10. That the infectious
hospital be placed at the disposal of the medical men for the
admission of all cases they consider desirable, and that such
admission be obtained with the greatest possible ease.

! 11. That a thousand handbills be printed for distribution
I amongst fever cases, with suggestions for the care uf the
’ patients, nursing, disinfection of secretions and linen, proper

. feeding, and dealing with the milk and water. 12. That a
, fund be started for the provision of sick nurses, to devote
3their time to visiting the sick poor, under the direction of the
medical men.
; At the same meeting a letter was read from the borough
- member, J. Brinton. Esq., expressing his deep regret at the
. suffering of those afflicted with typhoid fever, and enclosing
. a cheque for j620 towards the subscription to provide nursing
relief, under direction of the medical authorities’.


